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a man wno terns suxrenng irom an
ailment which required surgical treatment was so overwhelmed with gratitude for the relief obtained that he
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up a will beqneathing his brdy
after death to the surgeon who had
rescued him from agonizing pain. He
was a poor man at the time of his
but with the return of health fortune smiled upon him and when death
and the doctor claimed him ha was a
millionaire.
His heirs, although cheerfully conceding the claim of the dread destroyer,
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pecuniary benefit.
Iicported skeletons are, as a rule, sold
to medical collegea and other educational institution. Tha College of
Physicians and Surgeons has a fine collection. They have also a circulating
anatomical library. A large number of
skeletons have been divided into section. These sections are put into nice
mahogany cases and are numbered.
Students desiring to study any particular bone or section of bone consult the
catalogue and draw the case containing the desired object lesson. Two
weeks is the limit of time that tha case
may be retained.
It is quite safe to surmise that tha
majority of skeletons are filling a
worthier role in their disembodied state
than they ever did in the drama, or,
it may be, the tragedy, of life. An
articulated skull than, Is valued at
seventy-fiv- e
dollars, more than likely,
when accompanied by the brain that
nature bestowed upon it, was not worth
a cent. The glass case not infrequently supersedes prison bars. Altogether,
it is a cheerful thought that at least
the skeleton is of some use in the world.
It is, however, quite probable that
within most of the deserted chambers
have throbbed and
aching hearts
weary brains have struggled. Pathos
and sorrow have alternated with joy
and gladness. Bright eyes may have
gleamed in the unsightly sockets.
Tears have surely flowed from them.
Like the dead whose bones are permitted to crumble to dust; like the living
who regard them with interest or with
honor, their life stories are chapters of
sunshine and shadow, pleasure and
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before its appearance suggests
that it's about ready to drop into the
list of back numbers. Our suits
throughout, like the trousers, are asdcterminadurable as an
tion to get a plum and don't wear seedy
long before there is any sign of a break
in the cloth. If you buy one of these
S
suits, you will vote it by long odds the best you ever wore.
The material, make and finish strike the 100 point, while
the style is the latest.
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distinguishing them from the garments
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Tha skeleton market is supplied
mostly from the pauper and the criminal classes. Patients who die in hospitals and whose mortal remains are
not claimed by friends, are passed over
to tha dissecting room. If their bones
ascape destruction there they are placed
together and further serve the cause of
science as skeletons. Sad to relate, the
o
articulator sometimes mixes bonce, and
the completed anatomical study is quite
liable to be half saint and half sinner;
a sort of Jekyll and Hyde skeleton.'.
Are guaranteed iocure Bil
rnese specimens are often placed on
exhibition, as the osseous remains of ious Attacks,
some celebrated criminal. The public
Is warned against being horrified by La Grippe, Colds', liver Comthem. The brutal murderer, whose aland Constipation. 40
leged bony structure confronts one plaint
and causes a thrill to creep over com- in each bottle. Price 25 cents.
fortably covered bones, may, in point of Sold
by druggists, Picture " 7,
fact, be a mild and innocent composite
pauper.
70 n and sample dose free.
The imported skeletons are guaran- 17,
teed to be all one person, The xnann-- J.ESMTHC0.,NEWY0RK.
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at will stand the strain.
SCHOOL SUITS that will stand the strain.
KNOCK-ABOU- T
EVERY-DASUITS from i.sotojsoa
AND EVERYBODY can stand the low price.
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away without them getting usome song and dance" about us; but
,
The Grand Rapids peoplel as well as those of surrounding towns, are will aware

hard work for most of the people

do them any good.
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Who the Siegel
As this firm is known all over the United States as one of the largest Manufacturers and Importers m Cloaks and Suits, and ??s?rantees to do business in
a business way only, and in a reliable way-n-o sneaky, underhanded tvay, like some do. You know we spoiled the cloak business here
for them. We are booked here to stay and to do the cloak business of the towji.
,
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THE LIFE OUT OF PRICES ON CLOAKS. We
and keep u up. i on have the largest, newest stock to select from. Uur

We are CUTTING
mean business

iuuks aus ivcck. iowc io inc vmy c.xciuswc uwa
sells
Store here, which
you new goods at manufacturers prices. That store is

inuxiren s ana jujaiu

50 AND 52 MONROE ST.
Mletil OrdersPrompUv
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